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Don't worry,
Bead happy!

Wildcats whip
Western Oregon
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Campus news
at a glance-

Central Washington University

Vol. 14 No.6

Let it snow, {et it snow, {et it snow!

Pass conditions
If you are planning to
travel the pass, put your
parents at ease by calling
for pass information first.
For current pass information call KXLE
Newscenter 1240 at 9251240, or call the Department of Transportaion' s
sno-line at 1-900-407PASS.

Studs allowed
Studded traction tires
can be used from now
until April I, 1996.

Give blood
The Air Force ROTC is
sponsoring a blood drive
Nov. 14 & 15, from 10
a.m. to 2:30 p.m. in the
SUB theater.
There will be a sign-up
booth on Monday, Nov.
13 next to the Chief Owhi
room in the SUB.
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Smokeout!
Don't forget to put out
your cigarette for the day!
Join in the Great American Smokeout on Nov. 16.

WAC Hearing
A public hearing about
proposed changes to
Washington Administrative Code I 06-72-005
(Equal Opportunity/
Affirmative Action in
Employment) and 106-72025 (Equal Opportunity
for Students) is scheduled
for Monday, Dec. I 1, at
10 a.m. in Barge Hall 201.
Copies of the codes are
available in Barge Hall

401.

Showcase
showdown
The doors )1av~ ,op.e neo
for "Technololgy- ·
Central to your Future"
the newest Central
Washington University
showcase exhibit on.
The exhibit is in Barge
Hall 215. For mo·re
information call 963-

1491.

Don't miss out!
The Women's Resource
Center will be winding up
its Open House.
Tours and daily events
will run from 10 a.m. to 2
p.m. today in the SUB.

..

Garrett WiedmeierfThe Observer

The first official snowman of the winter of 1995-96. If you have a good feature photo and would have it considered for
publication, turn in a copy, either color or black and white, to Bouillon 222.

Alternative school mo'Ves to Michaelson
by Windy O'Connor
Staff reporter
Most students may not know it,
but the Central campus has been
home to an alternative high school
for Kittitas County for nearly two
decades.
Until this year, the classroom for
Excel Alternative High School was
locatedintheStudentVillagelounge.
This year, the program has a new
teacher and a new location.
Michaelson Hall, room I 08 is the
new home of the high school. The
· 'clags· is made up of ' 27 full-time
students, one main teacher and one
teacher's assistant.

A number of Central professors
and students are involved with the
high school, as well. · They work
together to provide a balanced education for the students.
''.We 're in the process of re-building the curriculum," said Bob
Marjerrison, the school's main
teacher.
The class involves group lessons
and one-on-one instruction.
"Not everyone learns by reading
and writing," said Marjerrison. "I
wanted lo address other ways of
learning too."
Credits toward graduation are
earned by accomplishment of objectives.

When students earn the required
amount of credits, they have the
opportunity to graduate with the
Ellensburg High School students in
the sp1ing.
· While the high school students
like being on CWU's campus. not
all of them like the program's new
location.
"It was more comfortable at .Student Village." said Suzanne, I 9.
"Because the university has made
room for them, fthc students] realize
that they arc valued people,"
Marjerrison saip.
A few of the students plan to go ll)
Central when they graduate. Others
have plans to enroll in other col-

leges, trade schools or the military.
The students at Excel Alternative
High School arc concerned with how
Central students and profcssnrs per- ·
ceive them.
"This has hecn labeled as a loser
school-ffor] people who couldn"t
cut it at regular high school," said
Tim, 17. "There area lot of misconceptions."
"We"re gobd students trying to get
an education:· said Pat, 17.
Some Central students arc intimidated hy the high school students
alternative
high
hecausc

See SCHOOL/ page 3

Campus police have a lead in recent car prowls
by Lisa Pemberton-Butler
News editor
Campus police may have a lead
in the alleged car prowl ring that
has victimized more than 30 Central students this year.
Two speakers that were reported
stolen from a Central student have
been recovered in Yakima County,
Campus Police Chief Steve
Rittereiser said.

Ritterciser said the department is
currently following up on the lead
with hope that more stolen property will be recovered.
"We'll continue to look into this,"
Rittereiser said. "The suspect in
the Yakima case resides in
Ellensburg."
"Traditionally, our problem is
that our suspects tend to be
Ellensburg community juveniles,

and the stereos arc sold to friends
or retained for personal use,"
Rittereiser said.
The cluster of car prowls is not
unusual, Ritt~reiscr said. In 1993,
33 car prowl cases were reported.
In 1994, car prowl cases grew to
63. As for 1995, 32 cases have
been reported, I 4ofthcm occurred
in October.
"Vehicle prowls are down this

year:' Rittcreiscr said.
The most common method l)r
cnt~y is through an unlocked duor.
The second most common entry is
breaking the wi1:dow and unlocking the door, ollic.ials report. The
,average_loss in a vehicle f?rnwl is
$1,000. Rittcreiscr said.
"We have a tremendous

See STEREOS/page 4
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··.S ix Central professors retire this year
by Jerry Ockfen
Professor William Dunning, sculpt, paint and draw
people with similar
LeRoy will also be keeping
Staff reporter
Art and Chester Keller, Phi- more in the future.
i n ·t e r e s t s , " busy with travel a,nd research
Six professors arc set to re- losophy w i 11 be entering a
He chose the phased
Cummings said.
in his retirement.
tire.either -through a
phased retirement retirement so that he
Kramar also has
He looks forward to travelfull or phased retircbeginning winter could teach one class
plans for more ing around the world.
men1. between . now
1996 ..
a quarter and give it
travel, as he and his
He is interested in returning
and the end of sumKeller, age 70, is all his attention.
wife will be retir- to the Valley of the Kings and
mer quarter.
the oldest
"To quit
ing at the
the Pyramids in
Those that arc enprofessor
now would
s
a m e
Egypt. as well as
Le Roy
tcri ng a full retireon camm e a n
time.
seeing Great Britian
ment arc Donald
pus, and
throwing away 40
Between his travels
and
the
many
Keller
Cummings. English;
has been
ye a rs of e f for rs , " he will be attempting
castles which are
Zoltan Kramar. histeaching
Dunning said.
scattered across· the
to make sense of what
tmy: Paul LeRoy, history: and here for 35 years.
Although Donald happened on this
countryside.
Daniel Ramsdell, history.
He spent his 35
Cummings is
planet
"I try to right the
Kramar
Dunning _
A
summer breaks as a
taking a full
in the
wrongs of society,"
phased park service ranger at retirement at the end of
20~h Century,
LeRoy said.
rctirc- Yellowstone National Park .
summer, he srill plans
what he calls
Seeing students become sucm e n l
"Phased retirement keeps my to continue his writing
"Macro synthe- cessful in the classroom and in
means options open, I love teaching," and studies.
sis."
society is something which
thaf the Keller said.
His other plans in"During my Ramsdell will take with him.
· professor
Keller ~ill continue to work clude traveling with his
teaching career, Interconnection with students
may teach year around at hist wo jobs but wife as well as . more
I got to do what and colleagues is something
Cummings
up to 40 has changed his emphasis.
gardening, cooking and
I've always liked which he will miss.
Ramsdell
percent of
He will soon have more time golf.
to do, observe
"I am not retiring as a histoa full load. with the option to to travel and write.
"I will miss working around the human species and make a rian, only as a teacher,"
rake a whole quarter off.
Dunning also plans to write, lively and interested young living at it," Kramar said.
Ramsdell said

Don't let winter depression drag you down ~~ti¢f! yg91
{;/i{

by Gordon Coonfield
Staff reporter

This c_a n be a busy time of
year with mid-terms, then finals, Thanksgiving, Christmas.
But for many, these busy
days may be haunted by the
specter of depression.
"There were four suicides
[last year] of students reg·is-

tcred at Central," Sally Thelen
said, the director of counseling
at the Healt-h and Counseling
Center.
Thelen said all four suicides
were in the 1994-95 academic
year, and all occurred between
mid-terms fall quarter and the
beginnings of winter quarter.
According lo the 1994-95 report of the International Asso-

ciation of Counseling Centers,
41 percent of universities reported at least one suicide last
year, up 13 percent from 1991.
And 82 percent of centers
reported an increase in the number of clients with severe psychological problems.
"We want students to know
there is help available to them,"
Thelen said.

~rt the
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The counseling center has set
aside time specifically for depression counseling, in hopes
of preventing any tragedies this
year.
There is also a self-help resources library at the center,
which provides access to books, ·
audio and video tapes.
Al 1 of these resources are free
to students.
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New.on-line Internet service delayed
by Garrett Wiedmeier
Staff reporter
With throngs of students racing to get hooked up to the "Inform at ion Superhighway,"
Central's Computing and Telecommunication Systems office
recently got approval to increase
the size of CWU's Internet connection more than 27 fold. However, recent delays have pushed
back the date of installation.
NorthWestNet, CWU's
Internet provider, had set the
completion date sometime during the week of Oct. 2.
Central officials later found out
that U.S. West, the telephone
company set to update the new
circuit, misjudged the cost of services they bid to NorthWestNet
and then cancelled the installation.
U.S. West forgot to add certain
long distance charges when a circuit crosses area code boundaries.
This leaves CWU computing officials frustrated.

SCHOOL:
Excel:High
School at
Central

connection will cost the university more than what the old line
did, but will enable more students, professors and staff to explore the Internet at a much faster
pace.
Size constraints of the old connection and the recent surge in
demand of student accounts with
Internet connl!ctivity caused the
administration to release funds
for the faster TI.
"It will be like expanding our
old, one lane highway to ten
lanes," Tollefson said.
After the circuit is installed,
there will be some testing of the
line by NorthWestNet and the
actual transition is scheduled to
take place some night while computer activity is low. Tolefsen
assures that there should be no
interruptions to users beyond a
few minutes when the old connection is "unplugged" and the

new one is installed. No internal
CWU computing systems or programs wiH be affected.
"It will all be transparent to
most users," said Tolefsen.
A number of problems have
been solved by converting. In
the past, Central has not been
able to download as many of the
Internet's newsgroups as was
thought necessary. This caused
problems in that students and professors that posted messages to
certain newsgroups weren't able
to get new responses for a few
days. One of the highlights of

schools have a reputation for drug
dealers, juvenile delinquents, and
slackers. ThiS year's students are
trying to change that image.
"We don't want them [Central
students and professors] to be intimidated by us," said Sabrina, 18.
"These kids are very bright, with
great
reasoning
ability,"
Marjerrison said. As the new .
teacher for the high school, people
hav~ made comments to him such
as: "Gee Bob, you didn't have to
take that joh, I could just kick you
in the groin," and "They're all losers up there."
These comments reflect how
some people view the alternative
school, but not everyone feels that
way.
Professors from Family and Consumer Sciences, Psychology,
Health Education, Reading Education, English, Technology Education, and the Physical Education
departments participate in educating these students. In addition,
m~ny Central students.are actively
involved with the school.
'For ·more information about
working with Excel Alternative
High School, call 963-3585, or go
to Michaelson, room 108 between
9: 15 a.m. and 4:00 p.m.

11~1t1,;ir
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·. quartert!d.Jt?r:.posi~io.~pnThe .
·observer are currently being ·
accepted.
Applicants must submit a
resume and cover letter stating
which position they are
applying for.

the Internet is its immediacy of
information, and this was not
happening as advertised at CWU.
This problem shoulq be solved
by the Tl's increased speed and
bandwidth. Other Internet ~ervices that will be enhanced arc
file transfer protocol (FTP) and ·
an increased number or Telnet
sessions will he allowed.
Students and faculty using the
world wide web to g~aphically
browse the Internet will see a
noticeable speed increase. Email will operate at about the
same speed.

pate "bre~king" news
On Tuesday, Nov. 7, at 1 a.m .• a series of windows were broken in
the Student VilJage apartment complex by snowballs.
Victims could not identify the suspects, due to the cold weather
'-!ttire worn by the suspeets.
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·"I'm hoping when I call back
they'll give us good information," said Roland Tollefson, associate director of systems and
operations.
During a conference call between NorthWestNet and U.S.
West, Tollefson said that both
companies, in particular U.S.
West, were expediting a new installation and seeking ways to
make up for the mistake. ·
"I hope they'll give us some
relief in the costs," Tollefson
said.
Regardless of whatever happens Tollefson said the new connection will be installed and that
the administration is proceeding
with all plans.
The new connection, calJed a
l'l line, replaces an older cicuit
that was put in place when Central originally hooked ,up to the
Internet in spring 1993. The Tl
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on campus overnight and the
only way to adequately
protect your vehicle is with an
alarm system," Rittereiser
said. "Vehicles are pretty easy
targets."
Although campus police
have increased their patrols,
Rittereiser said students can
take these steps to help
prevent bec01ning a victim o{
car prowling:
I. Purchase a pull-out type
of radio and don't leave it in .
your car when you aren't
there .
2. Cover speakers so they
aren't obvious.
3. Conceal cassettes,
compact discs and other
valuables so they aren't in
plain sight.
4. Park in well-lit areas at
night.
5. Secure your vehicle with
an alarm system, if possible.
6. If your cat is prowled,
report it to the police immediately' because it is probably
related to other cases under
investigation.
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Man clocked at 63 mph in a 25 mph zone
Monday, Oct. 30, 10:04 p.m.
A Stephens-Whitney LGA reported that a couple of residents
were throwing objects from their
balcony.
.
One of the items was a plastic
chair, and it almost hit someone
outside the hall.
Carripus police referred the
situation to the Student Affairs
office for further action.

Tuesday, Oct. 11, 12:54 a.m.
Police responded to a call at
Beck Hall after a 19-year-old
man complained of chest pains.
The man refused medical treatment from police and medics,
and said he was feeling better.
Tuesday, Oct. 31, 5:50 p.m.
The Holmes dining hall manager reported that he saw a man
strike a window with his hand on
the building's east side and leave.
Estimated damage to the 2 foot
by 1 foot window was $200, and
the suspect was not located.
Tuesday, Oct. 31, 4:18 p.m.
A 20-year-old man reported
that his 1984 Jeep CJ-7 was
prowled on Oct. 22. The vehicle
was parked in the H-18 parking
lot, near Holmes dining hall, and
a $300 Sony Discman was stolen from it. Entry was through
the passenger's door that did not
lock.
Wednesday, Nov. 1, 1:53 p.m.

Campus
Cops
by Lisa Pemberton-Butler
Campus police officer Ng was
requested to translate for an accident scene that was being investigated by the Ellensburg Police Department. Ng is fluent in
Spanish.
·
Wednesday, Nov. 1, 3:18 p.m.
Campus police cited a 31-yearold man for "speed .over legal"
when he was caught on radar
driving 63 miles per hour in a 25
miles per hour zone.
The man was driving a 1990
Toyota Celica GT.
Friday, Nov. 3, 5:40 p.m.
A 17-year-old woman hurt her
knee when she fell while
rollerblading on Chestnut Mall,
east of Michaelson Hall. She refused medical treat merit or assistance to the hospital, and campus
police escorted her home.
Saturday, Nov. 4, 10:08 p.m.
A 19-year-old man was cited
for minor in possession when
campus police spotted him with
an open can of Coors Light out-

Find out why people /
from all over the state
shop in Ellensburg!

"Guaranteed lowest prices!"
306 N. Main, Ellensburg

(509) 925-9349

POSSIBLY PREGNANT?
CALL 925-CARE
FREE PREGNANCY TESTS!
*ACCURATE INFORMATION ON ALL OPTIONS
*MEDICAL AND COMMUNITY REFERRALS
*P OST-ABORTION SUPPORT
*NO AP.POINTMENT NECESSARY
- - ELLENSPURG PREGNANCY CARE CENTER
-,,,,. 409 N. PINE ST.
925-2273

side of Stephens-Whitney Hall.

Sunday, Nov. 5, 12:34 p.m.
A 19-year-old StephcnsWhitney resident reported that
his door had been kicked in and
_d amaged on Saturday, Nov. 4.
Damage to the lock ang striker
plate was about $50.

Sunday, Nov. 5, 10:59g.m.

An 18-year-old Meis_n er Hall
resident reported that $5 worth
of assorted Halloween candy was
stolen.
Tha...resident told -campus police that he left the box of candy
in another room, and did not give
the resident's permission to eat
the candy.
When he returned, one of the
18-year-old male residents sa.id
he witnessed the other 18-yearold resident cat the candy.
Campus police suggested that
the students worh. Lhe problem
out amc:mgst themselves or refer
the problem to Stud,cnt Affairs.
Sunday, Nov. 5, 10:59 p.m.
A.fter the stolen cand~ ~ncidcnt

was reported, the 18-year-old
suspect of the candy case reported
that his $25 Sony clock · radio
was damaged by a 19-year-old
Meisner Hal I resident.
The suspect took the alarm
clock and. taped it to a wall above
a heater, and the heat ruined the
clock.
The suspect said His intent was
not to ruin the clock radio, only
to play a prank un the vic1ii:n.
"There have been numerous inci,dents betwcei:i
or these parties involved (in Meisner Hall)
and Student Affairs is going to
resolve this problem," sa.id Campus Police Chief, Steve
Rittereiser.

all
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Find the
perfect gift;e; at

ware fair '95
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posterse pot pourri• pottery• quiltse ringse santa photose sarongs
scatves •sculptures• tie-dye• tea• teddy bear!?...

and much, much morel
November 29 December 1.
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.Stereotypes
Remember when the rule crutnble in
used to be "If it is not
nations capital

yours, don't touch it?"

Such a simple .rule;
A rule that seems like it would be 'so easy to obey in our ,.
everyday lives.
Right up there with The Golden Rule. (For those of you who
don't know that rule, it reads "Do unto others as you would
have them do unto you.")
Yet, it seems more and more that these two rules are neglected in favor of the more popular "It is OK as long as I do not
get caught."
Ju.st a quick read through Campus· Cops, or the news section
for ·that matter, and you can read about any number of different
thefts and cases of vandalism that have taken place on campus.
Is there a solution that would eliminate these crimes from our
lives?
·
I doubt it, but I think I know what would help: respect.
If we would all just take a little extra time out of our schedules to respect one another, our lives and the entire college
campus experience would be improved.
How much of a time investment would this take?
Minimal. After all, how much time is lost from your schedule
if you do 1101 steal someone else's wallet? (The answer is
none.)
The people that we all need to worry about are those with
blatant disregard for others. They are the ones who throw rocks
through windows, break car antennas and steal stereos out of
unlocked cars. And they do all this "for kicks."
It is really sad that there are people on this campus who fee1 ·
that the only way they can have fun is at the expense of others.

To the Editor,
C-r-a-c-k, ooph, thud.
Did you hear that noise out of
Washington, D.C., the first
weekend of this month?
It was the sound of a stereotype crumbling. And about
time, I say.
You know this stereotype:
College students want to party.
Where is the keg? Who has a
fake ID?
Can we sneak alcohol past
the LGA in our residence hall'?
Or, should we go to a park?
The goal, of course, is to drink
until you are smashed.
Getting wasted is perfect, according to the stereotype.
The party that five Central
students and I went to in Washington, D.C., the first weekend
of this month, was a blast.
It's true that the 700 college
students attending were a bit
compulsive about drinking.
The difference is that smashed
is not cool with them. They
want students.-and adults-to

practice responsible drinking
and healthy lifestyles.
The event was the General
Assembly of the BACCHUS/
GAMMA Peer Education Network-and the kick-off of the
celebration of the group's 20th
anniversary.
BACCHUS' work is premised
on the idea that students can
play a uniquely effective role
in encouraging other students
to consider, talk honestly about,
and develop responsible habits
and attitud·e s toward alcohol
and other health-related issues.
At this point, many students
and faculty 011 this campus
probably are scratching their
heads, asking themselves if a
group like this has been around
for 20 years, why haven't they
heard of it?
Actually, you have seen
BACCHUS at work but you may
have not recognized the name,
because here at Central our peer
education's organization is
named Club S.O.D.A (Students
Organizing Decision Awareness).
We are one of the more than
700 such groups in 49 states
(and
counting)
in
the
BACCHUS/GAMMA Peer
Education Network.
"01,1 probabJy know at least
one of the big projects

BACCHUS chapters stage each
year~National Collegiate Alcohol Awareness Week and
Safe Spring Break.
One thing needs to be made
clear: Neither the national organization, BACCHUS, nor our
Club S.O.D.A. are neo-prohibitionists . There are no Cary
Nations in our midst.
We simply believe that if
drinking is on the agenda, it
should be done responsibly.
Sometimes that means a person will not drink at all.
Sometimes that means making sure there is a designated
driver if your group is going
out to party.
- Sometimes that means not using drinking as an excuse 'for
behavior that you would not do
if you had not been drinking.
In short, it means being responsible-just what we supposedly are learning to be now
that we are on our own.
Club S.O.D.A . wants to see
that stereotype of college kids
binge drinking buried so deep
it will never raise its ugly head
again. Anyone want to sign
up?
Sincerely,

. " ...... ."
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Be alert f9r.signs of stress in your life
in ;)~ :~~~~t~~~:~ · Guest Column
5

As we
move past
the halfway
point in the
quarter. responsibi 1itics. ohliga-

J

tions and as-

l---~-

s i g n m c n 1s

Sarah Shumate

1

begin to c~catc their own pressure. Clearly
new freshmen and transfer students
are going through theirowh transitions as they learn how the campus

operates.

1

in di victuals can .
feel disorientation, disidentification, disenchantment and disengagement.
We don't want you to feel alone
or out. of; place. There are many
professionals to whom you . can
reach out.
Unfortunately stress is a natural
part of life, but certainly should
not be overwhelming. Be alert to
some critical signs.
Some i11dividuals may already

be showing
signs of rest. lessness, irritably, decreased concentration,
constant colds or sniffles, stcppedup use of alcohol, medication and
cigarettes, a lack of motivation,
creeping negativism, a loss of sense
of humor, excessive worrying,
persistant sores, fever blisters and
rashes, aches and pains or general
muscular discomfort or seeing
change as ~ threat.
If you have noticed these sympI

toms of stress in yourself or others,

'

f

I

Exchange
of ideas
necessary
To the Editor,
In my frenzy, I did leap to my
trusty word processor and proceed to bang out my justly
scorned letter of heath.en perversity.
With hardly a thought to what
I had created, I cast my net of
judgment upon the waters and
drew forth the vile, spindly
pucker-fish of condemnation.
And rightly so!
In order for the exchange of

ideas necessary for the survival
of an academic community to
exist, the individual participants must have an open mind.
They need to be able to entertain, if not agree with, the beliefs of others.
They must as well be free to
share their own views on the
matter, and be willing to receive criticism on a non-personal level.
So must they be open to the
logical inconsistencies in their
approach.
Having stated this, let me say
that it is not, nor shall it ever
be, my purpose to degrade individuals for their beliefs.
Everyone has a right to their
own beliefs. However, it is not
right to force one's moral code

on another individual.
The reasonable exception to
this, as·our cqnstitution allows,
is when one's actions are such
that they infringe on another's ·
rights.
The existence of the green
Mini-Mint does not infringe on
another's rights, as there is always the choice not to consume
said concoction.
Forcing a store not to sell the
green Mini-Mint, however,
does infringe on one's right to
purchase and consume them as
long as they are on the market.
If there be any fault in my
logic here, please feel free to
let me know.
Sincerely,
Michael Camarata

SHUMATE: Recognizing .
stress first step to re~overy
the environmental demands,
eliminatinghighriskbehaviorand
ways available to talk about the lowering psychological arousal.
misuse of akohol and other
If you think you need assistance
chemical substances. Dr. Patricia' .
someone you care about needs
Cole advises the students and staff assistance, call the Student Health
for the Education and Prevention and Counseling Center for an apof Sexual Assault (STEPS).
pointment.
· The Student Health and CounWe want everyone to have a
seling Center has provided an in- successful academic experience
ventory in today's edition of The and reaching out for help may be
Observer to assist you in con- an important way to ensure that
ducting your own self-assessment you get assistance and greater
of depression,
emotional or psychological wellPlease recognize that coping being.
adequately with stress or depression may involve exercising, di- CJ '.DrSarafi "£. Sliumate i.s t!U
eting, getting more rest, altering
'Vice President for Student fif_ffairs

From page 6
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EVERY MONDAY AND FRIDAY
AT NOON IN SUB RM 107
EVE.RY WEDNESDAY

AT 3:00 PM IN SUB RM 104

COME JOIN US
FOR INFORMATION CALL
D. A.P.P.E.R. 963-3213
SUB 106
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San Francisco
$49 one way
Las Vegas
one way

$4~

L.A. & San Diego
$79 one way

You are

not

a

mooch•.

a hole in your pocket renders you
you
You dial

Ultimate Travel
1320 Canyon Rd.

re I u ct an

But when

changeless,
t I

y

call the f'olks

collect.

1 800 CALL ATT.
Your

pangs of' guilt are

rrzinirrzal.

1. 800 CALL ATT always costs less than 1-soo-coLLECT.*
Always works from any phone. And always gets you the reliable 1UE" Network.

Know the Code. 1 800 CALL ATT. That's Your 'True Choice.'"

AT&T
Your True Choice
• For interstate calls. Promotions exriuded.
1-800-COLLECT is a registered tr.idemark of MCL
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BEADING YOUR
WAY TO BLISS
surpriseu when you get hooked!
Beading can be strangely addictive.
You may be saying to yourself~
"How can I bead, Idon'thaveacreative
bone in my body."
Wrong. Anyone can bead, and most
people will be surprised at how well
they can do it. Once you know the
basicsofbcading,therearenolimit5for
you.
Kristen Kirby, Jr., Elem. Ed., has
been beading for the better part of a
ycar.Sheisalsooneofthemosttalented
headers I have seen.
''Beading Jets me explore an artistic
side of me that would otherwise stay
hidden," Kirby said.
I also bead and I would have to agree
with her.
I've seen people come up with

by Laura Lucchesi
Staff reporter
WcalI need hobhics to keep ourselves
from overloading on rna~sive doses of
stress.
And with winter coming up, a lot of
our ti me wi 11 he spent indoors trying to
keep clear of the winter doldrums.
Because not everyone likes to hurtle
themselves down the mountains on
skies. there are al temat i vcs fur you stay
at home type of students.
A popular hobby that has been
gaining momentum is beading.
Beading has been around as long as
stone age tools. In fact, some authorities
question which came first, the bead or
the tool.
We all know that beads were big in
the seventies.
I am willing to bet that most of our
parents have a string of "love beads"
hidden away somewhere.
In the materialistic eighties, beads
weren't seen much in the fashion
magazines. The earthy look was out,
expensive jewelry wac;; in.
Beads are backfo a big'way.
The nineties are turning out to be a
"back to the basics" type of decade.
Beading has risen in popularity as a
cheap, creative outlet, especially for
college students.
Most headers get started on the hobby
by watching their friends do it.
And once you get started, don't be

purchasirig your beading supplies.
There are two bead stores downtown
that you should check out.
One is Seventh Heaven, located on
4th Ave. Seventh Heaven has a big
selection of beads and beading

Bea.ding lets me explore an artistic
side of me that would otherwise stay
hidden.
:- Kristen Kirby, Jr., Elem. Ed.
beautiful creations an hour after they
said they would stink at beading.
And you gentlemen out there
shouldn't feel left out. Beading is not a
gender-specific hobby.
Ellensburg has several options for

materials.
Owner Laury Stoeser keeps her prices
low, a gocxl incentive to get us poor
college students in her store.
Stoeser was surprised at how well
the beads have sold since the opening

of Seventh Heaven a year ago.
they are made of.
"We didn't expect the beads to sell as
Buying in bulk is less expensive at
wellastheyare.Wethoughtourimport.s both stores. When you buy in bulk, you
would sell more," Stoeser said..
will pay only fractionsofacentforeach
Crow Eye Bead Co., located in bead.
Are you still wondering why you
Austin's Eats, is another bead store.
Owner Tionablu has been in business should try beading out as a hobby?
Well, I have a few more reasons why
for seven years.
Crow Eye Bead Co. also has great you should.
When you bead a necklace, you
prices. Tionablu is more concerned
with people expressing their creative create something that is uniquely you.
No one else will have the same style
side than with high profits.
"I started off by selling antique beads you have.
And remember folks, Christmas is
and it grew from there. It became
coming up!
addicting," Tionablu said.
"Beading creates sentimental,
The most expensive bead Tionablu
inexpensive gifts that I can say I made
sold was for three thousand dollars!
Yikes! The prices at Seventh Heaven - with my own hands," Ki.my said.
Beading is a wonderful hobby that is
and Crow Eye Bead Co. arenotquiteas
perfoct for the coming winter months.
steep.
Both Laury Stoeser and Tionablu
· Ptices at both stores range from two
cents per bead up to three dollars for are available in their respective stores
one bead. Charms can be more to help you out with anything you need
expensive depending on the material to get started.

GRIP WITH
by Laura Lucchesi
Staff reporter

Get Shorty
•Rated R
• Directed by: Barry
Sonnenfeld
• Produced by: Danny DeVito,
Michael Shamberg, Stacey
Sher
· Starring: John Travolta,
Gene Hackman, Rene Russo

Laura's Lowaoum :

B+

"Look at me. I said, look at me.'·
When Chili Palmer (John Travolta) speaks, everyone listens.
Chili is a mid-level loan shark based in Miami who is sent to Las
Vegas to collect some debts and ends up in Hollywood.
A quick stop in Tinseltown turns into an adventure that is right up
Chili Palmer's alley.
In Hollywood, Chili gets involved with schlock movie producer
Harry Zimm, played by an almost unrecognizable Gene Hackman.
Karen Flores (Rene Russo), a B-movie actress who is smarter
than one might think, becomes one of the major players in the
movie.
She wants to be more than jusLa scream-star and gets her wish.
She meets Chili after he breaks into her house to get a "hold" of her
boyf1iend. Zimm.
What a surprise, Chili and Karen fall for each other (literally in
some scenes) and end up as a production team for Zimm's pet
prqjcct.
Chili has a few foes to contend with in "Get Shorty."
Ray "Bones" Barboni (Dennis Farina), Chili's boss, shows
Hollywood that you don't mess with Miami gangsters. However,
this bad guy doesn't win.

Gallery hosts Central aluIUili
by Erick Hazelton
Staff reporter
Step hack !()r a second. with your eyes
locuse<l on the environment, and you' II
secthcimprcssionCcntral Wa"hington
alumni mtists give in their retu!11 to the
·' "":ll-- ~;-,urgeon Gallery. The alumni
11ihit incorporates a lively mix. or
• . ;,;rent symbols and landscapes used
-~ · -----
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to portray our environment.
ThcalumniartistsincludeLindaRyan,
Mary Ann Bonjomi, Frank Damiano,
Frank Samuelson, and Susan Ginalick
Maakestad.
Ryan, from Casper, Wyo., is a member
or the Ca5pcr College Art depanment
faculty.Ryan'smi.xedmcdiainstallation
isa 12'xl4' floorpiccecallcdBcrtha's
Death Assemblage. Bertha is a major

+----'-

--- - -
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dinosaur site in Wyoming. The piece
combines a huge colorful sculptured
mesh vertebra balanced on a platform.
'"The scale of this 80-inch bone made
such an impact on me, I decided to use
it as a reference in my work for this
show," Ryan said.
Ryan's intention is to provide the
viewer with a sense of scale for both the
dinosaur and the digging site through
the bones and map.
Bonjomi from Missoula, Mont.,

Suave drug dealer Delray Lindo (Bo Catlett), is a street-wise
pusher who stays tough yet cool in his silk P.J.s.
Delray wants to invest his hard-earned money in Hollywood, but
he finds his way blocked by Chili. Delmy . will try just about
anything to get Chili out of the picture.
Danny DeVito has a great supporting role as Martin Weir. This
man's reputation is bigger than.he is.
Weir is as 'Hollywcxx:I' as any actor can get. He is the hottest
property a movie producer can buy, and Chili and Karen want him
for their movie.
Get Shorty takes plenty of twists and turns. If you aren'tcareful,
you can get lost in this fast-paced action-comedy.
Travolta' s pcrformance in this movie is stellar. Think Vincent
Vega with a softer edge, and a higher I.Q. Think Vinnie Barbarino,
never mind, don't think that.
Gene Hackman' s characterisn 't utilized as much as it could have
been. Although his portrayal as a well-meaning, but bungling
director is great.
A majority of the hard-core laughs come from Farina's portrayal
of "Bones" Barboni. Farina pulls off the Miami wise-guy attitude
smoothly.
The cast of this movie really works together to create a silky
smooth finish for one of the funniest movies I've seen in the past
year.

received herMasterofFineArts from
the University of California, Santa
Barbara. Bonjorni is presently an
assistant professor of Art at the
University of Montana, Missoula.
Bonjomi will be exhibiting her two
three-dimensional mixed media pieces
calledShoot,andLegendsareHistory.
Working as a carpenter Bonjorni was
able to accumulate some of the mixed
and matched mate1ial over a period of
th_reeyears, whichareusedinherunique

- ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

pieces.
"I'm interested in how people see their ·
own environment and collecting
renderings to be put into a different
context," said Bonjomi, who receives
personal satisfaction from her work.
Damiano from Sacramento, Calif.,
received his MasterofArts degree-from
Central and a Masterof Fine Arts from
the University of California at Davis.

See.ALUMNI/page _13
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The 1995-96 Observer Ski Slope Guide
by Rob Kauder
and Mike Bellamy
Sports staff
If you drove across Snoqualmie
Pass in .the last several days, you
may have noticed the abundance of
new powder that has blanketed the
Cascades.
It's definitely a sign from the
skies that the 1995-96 ski season is
right around the corner.
So as the snow continues to fall
and opening day gets closer, The
Observer has prepared a sample of
what's in store for everyone
planning on hitting the slopes at ski
areas around the Pacific Northwest
this winter.
The Pass, as Snoqualmie is
known, has been a favorite with
skiers since it opened in 1937.
Known across the U.S. as some of
the best skiing in the nation, The
Pass offers l ,916 acres of skiable
terrain with 750 acres of back
country skiing and 55 km of cross
country skiing.
It also has the country's largest
collective ski school and boasts over
sixty-five ski runs and 2,200 vertical
feet to ski. One of the best features
about The Pass is its location, only
45 minutes driving time from
Central.
Another ski area located in the
Cascades, White Pass is just a one
hour drive west of Yakima. With
terrain for all levels of skiers,
including a 6,000 foot summit with
1,500 vertical feet.White Pass was
recently named by Outside
Magazine as one of its "Best in the
West."
It features four ski lifts and two
tow ropes. White Pass is scheduled
to be open soon.

Mission Ridge, known for the
quality of its snow and abundance
of sunny weather, 'is located only
twelve miles outside Wenatchee.
The ski area boasts four double
chairs and two tow ropes, which
help provide access to thirty
designated runs, 2,200 vertical feet,
and over 2,000 acres of terrain.
After receiving I 6 inches of new
snow this last Monday, they are
projecting to be open on Nov. 24.
For all of you that want to travel
outside of Washington, here area
few areas that might catch your
interest.
The first of these slopf?S is Mt.
Bachelor, which is down in Bend,
Ore. Bachelor offers 10 chairlifts,
approximately 3,600 vertical feet
of powder, over 30 miles of
groomed cross country trails, and a
new. snowboard park.
As a matter of fact, as the wave of
snowboarders increases, so does
many ski areas interest in catering
to this new market.
Bachelor, for example, is hosting
theGrundig FIS Snowboard World
Cup Finals, March 14-17, 1996.
North of Bachelor is Mt. Hood,
located just 35 miles south of Hood
River, Ore.
Hood features nine lifts that have
the capacity to carry over 14,000
people an hour, and 2,777 vertical
feet of snow on 2, 150 acres of
moguls and powder.
The ski area also operates a
snowcat that will take only the diehard advanced skiers furtherup into
the virgin powder of Heather
Canyon and the "Superbowl." This '
run features nearly 4,000 vertical
feet, one of the longest runs in
North America.
Mt. Hood also has night skiing,

with four lighted lifts and 2,1 runs
operating during the evening hours.
As of Monday afternoon, Mt.
Hood had received one foot of snow
over last weekend and is currently
scheduled fo open Nov. 17.
North of Washington State lies
"The Great White North," home to
Whistler Resort and Red Mountain.
Whistler Resort is located 75
miles north of Vancouver, British
Columbia.
The resort is highly regarded as
one of the best ski areas in North
America, and has received several
awards in recent years. It features
two
seperate
mountains,
Blackcomb and Whistler.
Between the two mountains they
offer over two hundred marked
trails for snowboarders, downhill
and cross-country skiers to explore.
Blackcomb offers 5,280 vertical
feet of snow, which is accessible by
one gondola, six quad chairs, three
triple chairs and two t-bars.
It opened last weekend on
Saturday and Sunday; it will be
opened for full service tomorrow.
Whistler, on the other hand, is
almost a mirror image of
Blackcomb. It features 5,020 .
ve~ical feet of snow, accessible by
one gondola, four quad chairs, three
triple chairs, one double chair and
two t-bars.
Whistler also has a seven mile
ski run from the summit to the
resort. It will be open for business
on Nov. 22.
According to Gordon Dyson, the
concierge at the Chateau Whistler
Resort, approximately 12 inches of
new snow fell on Tuesday.
Red Mountain is located a few
minutes north of the Canadian
border in Rossland, British

photo by Max Bervy

John Tremann launches off a cliff at Whistler Mountain.

Columbia. Red Mountain isn't as
well as known as Whistler, but more
than makes up for that with the
quality of skiing available.
Red Mountain features 5 lifts that
transport you to 2,900 vertical feet
and several mi Jes of snow sculpted
into runs of varied complexity.
Located near the mountain is a cross
country ski area with over30 miles
of groomed track.
As of Tuesday, Red Mountain
has eight inches of new powder and
is expecting to open for full
operations on Nov. 23.

One thing to keep in mind when
planning a ski trip is that the current
exchange rate from U.S. to
Canadian dollars is very favorable
right now.
According to the Federal Reserve
Bank, the current rate is 1.34
Canadian dollars to every U.S.
dollar.
This is probably onJy whetting ··
you appetite for the taste of fresh
powdered snow, so start dusting
off your gear and get ready for one
of the best winters Central has seen
in a long time!

Extrava-Ski-Ganza showcases winter
sports, snow gear and cool fashions
by Mike Bellamy
Staff reporter

.

photo by Anne Krause

Freestyle skiiers perform a back layout. The rest of this sequence can be seen in
Warre~ Miller's new film, "Endless Winter." See page 14 for details.

University Recreation kicked
off this year's ski season with
Extrava-Ski-Ganzil, a three-day
eventthattook place on Nov. 1-3 in
the main lobby of the ,:,UB.
This year's event featured a ski
swap (in conjunction with Tent n'
Tube), a winter fashion show. and
booths displaying equipment and
clothing from local outfitters. There
were also representatives from
some of the many Northwest skiing
hot-spots such as The Pass and Red
Mountain.
Dave Vinther, a representative
of Red ,Mountain, was optimistic
about this year's season, stating
that the owners expect to be open
by Thanksgiving and also believe
that this is to be one of the lodge's
best years.
He also emphasized that Red
Mountain doesn't have much flash;
and that people go there not to hang
out in the lodge, but to ski the
rugged terrain.
"It's a skier's mountain,"
Vinther said.
"We're not
glamorous." ·
Though there is not enough snow
to begin skiing, many at Ski-Ganza
were looking forward to a good
winter of skiing.

· "We don't want to believe the
almanac," said Jerry O'Gorman,
professional ski instructor and
~irectorofthe Jerry O'Gorman Ski
School.
O'Gorman also stated that this
has been the coldest, wettest,
windiest spring, summer, and fall
in quite a while.
There are many new innovations
in skis this year, but snowboards
are definitely the rage.
"Snowbo_ards are hot," said
Suzanne Wade.
Wade, along with owner Tami
Walton, represented Mountain
High Sports, a local outdoor sports
shop that outfits enthusiasts of many
outdoor activities such as skiing
and rock climbing.
The fashion show, presented by
University Recreation with the help
of Mountain High Sports, was a big
success.
Put together by CWU students
Bridget Mackinnon and Ann
Schorno, the show high lighted the
latest in ski attire, with emphasis on
the clothing's comfort and
practicality.
The models were also CWU
students, most of whom work in the
recreation department and Tent n'
Tube.
"I loved it," said Mackinnon,
"[the models] made the show."

Up Coming Events
Senate Meeting Nov. 15, 1995. Owhi
Room. 6:00 p.m.
B.O.D. Meeting Nov. 14, 1995. SUB
210 4:00 p.m.
Funds Council Meeting Nov. 20, 1995
SUB 116 4:30 p.m.
ATTENTION GRAD STUDENTS WE
ARE STILL LOOKING FOR ONE
STUDENT TO SIT ON THE GRADU/~.T~ GOVNCIL IF YOURJNTERESTED: GONTACT -LISA ALLEN AT

9(')3:i;~f?3.' ;·. .'::/ • ..: .'.::'

~t

PLEASE REMEMBER TO CONTRIB- ~);}:(,
, UTE ONE DOLLAR TO WSL WHEN ;::it~
: YOU ARE REGISTERING.
lff)
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• Salt Co. meets at 8:30 p.m. at the CMA
Church on 14th & "B" St. All are welcome.

• Radio I-Ching will be playing for FREE in the
SUB Pit at noon. Enjoy!

• GALA meets at 6 p.m. in SUB 209 to
suppo'rt gays, lesbians, and bisexuals on
campus. Everyone is welcome.

• Cooperative Education Program Preemployment Workshop "Adjusting to the World of
Work" at 3 p.m. in Barge 202F.

• CWU Theatre Arts presents "Dracula" at 8
p.m. in McConnell Auditorium .. General
admission is $10 and $5 for students and
seniors.

• Randy Williamson, Career Counselor, will hold
the first of three informative workshops "How to
Find the Job YOU Want" from 2 p.m. to ·3 p.m. in
Shaw/Smyser 109.
·

Fric;lay
11/10/95
Veterans Day - No Class!!!
• CWU Theatre Arts presents "Dracula" at 8
p.m. in McConnell Auditorium. General
admission is $.1O and $5 for students and
seniors.
• CWU wrestling vs. Highline
CC at 6:30 p.m. in Nicholson
Pavilion.

Saturday
11/11/95
.• CWU Theatre Arts presents "Dracula" at 8
p.m. in McConnell Auditorium. General
admission is $1 O and $5 for students and
seniors.
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• Public Relations Student
Society of America (PRSSA)
meets at 6 p.m. in SUB 208.
Work on Big Buddies PR
Account.

• Keller Plumbing Supply and Lady Foot Locker
will be holding on-campus interviews in the Career
Employment office, Barge 204M. Students must
be a seniors, registered with the office and must
sign-up to interview in advance.
• Randy Williamson, Career Counselor, will hold
the second of three informative workshops "Writing
Effective Resumes/Cover Letters" from 2 p.m. to 3
p.m. in Shaw/Smyser 109.
· · Alpha Epsilon Rho (AERho) video &
broadcasting club meets at ·5 p.m. in Bouillon 101.
All are welcome.
·
• Black Student Union meets at 6 p.m. in the Chief
Owhi Room in the SUB.

• Native American Council meets at 6:45 p.m. in
the Chief Owhi Room in the SUB.

• Campus Ambassador Christian Fellowship &
Ministry meets at 7 p.m. in SUB 208.

• Chi Alpha - Christi~n Fellowship meets at 7 p.11}.
in the Mary Grupe Center.

• Papa John's. Sub Pit 8 p.m.

• Club S.O.D.A. (Students Organizing Decision
Awareness) meets at 7 p.m. in SUB 104. Come
for the fun. Come for the fr iends. Hope
to see you there.
• The CWU Flute Choir, directed by Hal
Ott, will perform at 8 p.m. in Hertz
RP _.. '4all.

Sunday
11/12/95

,_4t

-~

• CWU Classic Film Seri~s
presents "Latcho Dram" at 7
p.m. in McConnell Auditorium,
Cost is $2.50.

• Catholic Campus Ministry Mass held at 7
p.m. in the Mary Grupe Center.

Thursday
11/16/95
• Randy Williamson , Career Counselor, will hold
the third of three informative workshops "How to
be Successful at Interviewing" from 2 p.m. to 3
p.m. in Shaw/Smyser 109.
• Cooperative Education Program Preemployment Workshop "Completing the Learning
Agreement" at 2 p.m. in Barge 202F.
• Salt Co. meets at 8:30 p.m. at the CMA Church
on 14th & "B" St. All are welcome.

M~nday

'11/13/95
• The Marine Corps will have an information
booth in the SUB from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. today
ctnq tomorrow.

• CWU Percussion Ensemble, directed by Andrew
Spencer, will perform at 8 p.m. in Hertz Recital
Hall.

• GALA meets at 6 p.m. in SUB 209.
• A Computer music concert directed
by John Mickel at 8 p.m. in Hertz
Recital Hall.

.................. ..

.,

INTRAMURAL SPORTS PROGRAM
WINTER QUARTER 1996
Basketball

ALPHA

Night Game Tournaments
me.

All Nlgbl Game eYellJS are
Register at NPAV 108 on lbc
nigbl of the event.

7:00PM WOMENS "vr
8:00 PM MENS 6' & UNDER "A•
9:00 PM MENS OPEN "X"

Jan 19
Jan 26
Feb 9
Feb 23
Mar 8

BETA
7:00PM MENS 6' & UNDER "B"
8:00 PM MENS OPEN "Y"

2on2Soccer
Indoor Tennis
Pickleball
1 on l Baskedlall
Doubles Bldminton
Wimeball

9:00 PM MENS 6' & UNDER "C"

Special Events

DELTA
7:00 PM RECREATIONAL••
8:00 PM MENS 6' & UNDER "D"
9:00 PM MENS OPEN "Z"

2•4-•1

Stadlumball (Flag

Jan 28

Football Tournament)
Super Bowl PartJ
ll Cub Cc:mral (Big·

**Recreational League is a non-competitive league and will not participate in the posl·scason.
Alpha. Bera. and Delta Nighrs arc based on a rowion of available gym dates.

Feb Io ··

All leagues are limited to the first eight teams.

Feb 24

FEE: $40.00 per team

Mar 6

Registnlion begins November 13
Register in SUB 212
For more information call 963-3512

Bring in a friend and we'll give 2 Haircuts for the
price of 1. Includes : scalp massage•
consultation•shampoo•condition•cut•style•
cosmetic finishing touch
Please call 962-2600 today to schedule. Offer valid
with select stylists. Mention ad for
__ speci~l. ()neperson ~~st be a first-time client.

Jm 27

League play begins January 8
Managers meeting 7 pm January 4 NPAV 117

Last day to register is Decemb~r 8

Screen TV, Prizes,
Games. Food) Free
1 ball Soccer

Toumammr
, $chick Super Hoops
3 on 3 BllSketball

Toumammc
Health & Flhleu Fmr

Rqiller at Univcniq Recrea1ioa.
SUB 2121or all Specill Ew:111S.

Basketball Omcials meetings
Tuesday, Nov 14 7 -9 rm

Monday, Nov 20 7 - 9 pm
Tuesday, Nov 28 7 - 9 pm
All meetinp arc in NPA V 117

otncials needed ror Winter Qtr.
For more info call 963-3512

VOLLEY.BALL
Mon-Wed
2on20pcn

Tues -Thurs

RcacalionaJ.••

7:00PM
Co-Ed"X•
S:OOPM Womens T
9:00 PM
Mens "M"
Co-Ed "Y"
••Reaulional leque is a non-compcdlive league dial

--of

will not panicipare in die posl·IWOll llld ls a Co-Ed
Lcapc dial doel me have speclftc reqalrmam u co die

female and aWe particlpulls.

,:A.ll·teagues are limited to the
. ... · ·

tirst ~ix team~-

FEE: $40.00 per team
Except "l on 1 Open" wblcb la $10.00 per tr.am

aegistntlon begim November 13
Register in SUB 212
lfer more inforlllllllali . .163-3512

League play·. . . .~·:Jan 15

llllulm meedng 7 .,18~'~ _·:i...:,~~·NPA V 117
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Wildcats walk all over Wolves, 56-7
Jos h Woodard.
Woodard also
caught a 23 - yard
Ccntral's football tcam·domi- touchdown
pass
nated from the opening kickoff from Kitna.
"Woodard barely
until the final horn, rolling over
Western Oregon on Saturday, got the ball off, but
he (Henderson) was
56-7
"We started slow, but the de- so wide open , it was .
fense did a good job, getting great," Zenisek said.
four turnovers, and Kitna had
Henderson had a
another good day," Zenisek total of four catches
for 177 yards. His
said.
The win was the fourth in the 825 receiving yards
last five games for the Wild- this season is second
cats, as they held on to the num - best in team history.
ber two spot in league standHe needs 115
yards next week to
ings.
They have a reco rd of 6-3, pass M ike Grant who
a nd a leag ue reco rd o f 3-1 .
ha d 94 0 ya r ds i n
The ir on ly leag ue loss c a me 1982 .
The secon d sco re
to Wes tern Was hin gton Universi ty, wh ich is currently the top o f the fir st qu arter
fo r the Wildcats
ranked team in the country.
Central also moved up an- came on a five-yard
other five spots this week, go- run by senior running back _Jamie
ing from 20 to 15.
Head coach Jeff Zenisek Christian.
·Christian scored
thinks that the team will need
Coach Zenisek leads the Wildcats onto
to move up one more spot to . three touchdowns on
assure themselves a playoff the day and ended
tions on the day, giving them a
with 139 yards on 20 carries.
birth.
It was the first 100 yard ef- total of 20 on the season.
The team ranked 14 right now
Western Oregon's offense
is Northwestern Iowa, and this fo~t by a Central running back
featured
All-American running
week they are playing Drake, in the last 10 games.
back
Bill
Volk, but the Wildcat
"They
were
really
Jhere
to
Iowa.
defense
shut
him down. He
stop
the
run
and
not
the
pass,
Central's first score came on
a 52-yard touchdown strike but Kitna made alot of sharp rushed for 78 yards on 24 carfrom senior quarterback Jon passes, so it didn't matter," ries, and 22 of them came on
his first carry of the day.
Kitna to senior wide receiver Zenisek said.
"He didn't have a very good
Senior defonsive back Gary
E.J . Henderson that capped an
Michael scored the fourth game at all, he got frustrated,
80-yard drive.
Henderson caught two other touchdown of the game for Cen- and started yelling at his offenlong touchdown passes of 40 tral on a 30 yard interception sive linemen," Zenisek said.
The Wolves got 304 yards of
and 51 yards. one was a pass return.
Central had three intercep- total offense. it was the fifth
from sophomore wide receiver

by Curt Nelson
Staff reporter

Chris Urrutia/photo editor

the field.
straight game that Central held
their opponent to under 350
yards.
The defense shut down the
Wolves offense every time they
got into scoring position, stopping them three times on fourth
and short situations.
Kitna was helped by the defense, who stopped the Wolves
after two early interceptions.
He completed 13 of 20 passing attempts for 260 yards, and
two touchdowns.
This week the Wildcats travel

to La Grande, Ore. to take on
Eastern Oregon. The Mountaineers currently have a record
of 1-7.
Last Yt?ar Eastern Oregon beat
the Wildcats 28-27, on a punt
return on the last play of the
game.
They were forced to forfeit
the game, making 1983 the last
year the Mountaineers beat the
Wildcats.
Saturday's game is also the
last regular season game for the
Wildcats.

·Soccer team reflects on hits and misses
by Kim Echols
Staff reporter

Chris Urrutia/photo editor

A Central soccer player challenges the opposition's
goalie in a game this year.

With a record o f six wins and 11
losses, you would expect the Central Men· s soccer team to be somber about their season.
However, the Wildcats ended up
fourth in conference play, and won
their last game of the senson.
"We played well against Western. That was our last game and we
ended on a positive note," commented freshman Cory Little.
Most pl ayers agreed that they
didn' t play up to their potenti al.
Cri s Fastru p me nti oned that
sometimes so me peop le wo uld be
play ing we ll and others wouldn't
have such a good game.
In the gai11e aga inst Seattle Pacific University everyone came together right.
The problem Fastrup saw was
there was not a Jot of consistency
throughout the season.
"We had a tendency to let down,"
Fastrup said.
The Cats' recognized their weaknesses during this season, and saw
there is potential for improvement.
The team also had injuries and eligibility setbacks to cope with.

"We work hard and we are pretty fourth in league in scoring and fifth
good at communicating as a team," in scoring defense.
junior Jim Dempsey said. ·
There is an optimistic future for
AltJiough he adm its he didn't the Cats' .
think the .team overa ll had
Onf y Rein and Fastrup .were semanystrengths, Rein thought that niors, meaning that the younger
one of the few 1hey had on the team players can learn from this season
was that everyone played 100% and work with their knowledge.
even when the team was losing.
The opinions were varied on the
··we had
team as to
whetherornot
great indimany of the
vidual talyounger playent." Fastrup
We expected a little bit
ers wo uld be
said.
more (this year).
returnin g.
This was
Rein comshown with
-Cris Fastrup, senior
mented th at
the fact that
b .0
h
C oac h Greg
De mpsey
S a mbran o
and Rein were named to the Pac ific should start recruiting now because
Northwest Athl etic Conference all- it looks like he will be losing a lot of
star teams.
players.
Other accompli shments were
Sambrano was unavailable for
freshman Shawn Tobius being comment.
ranked fourth in the goal keeping
"The returning of players is quesstandings.
tionable. It's all up in the air right
Rein now ranks 13th in individual now because after the season evscoring and finished his career 2nd eryone is disappointed," Dempsey
in Central all-time scoring with 23 said.
goals and 12 assists. Dempsey was
"We expected a little bit more
the second highest scorer for the (this year). Next year it should be
a good team and they should go to
team.
The Wildcats ended the season the playoffs," Fastrup said.

''

ALUMNI:
Showcase
until Dec. 1
From Page 8
Damiano's expressive paintings deal
with the semiotics of language.
Domianoismostinterestedinthespoken
word, which can be identified in his
paintings Making Sense, Forming an
Opinion, and Explain Yourself.
Samuelson, from Suquamish, has
recently been commissioned to do work
for Weyerhaeuser and other similar
corporations. Samuelson's paintings
look like woodblock prints depicting
the Northwest with an Asian influence.
Samuelson's work can also be seen at
the Virginia Inn Tavern on First Street
in Seattle.
,
Maakestad, from Northfield, Minn.,
received her Masters of Arts from
Central, was a Dean's scholar, and
graduated magna cum la.ude.
Maakestad is a faculty member at
Bradley University, in Peoria, Ill. Her
paintings give the impression one is
looking out a winc!_ow at the landscape.
The Sarah Spurgeon gallery is open
Monday through Friday from 8 a.m.to
5 p.m. Exhibition dates for the alumni
art show will be Nov. 6-Dec. I.

at

Mallho~e1

Etc.!
111 1esula•
and lesal 1'1e

cople1 lt
Um't 1000

-:MBE=
-

~~ Keep Warm this Winter... ~~

Wrap yourself in an Observerl

Real Country Cookin'
Is On Sale.

Queen~ $2

99

The Chicken Strip Basket is on sale at Dairy
For a limited time get four golden strips of breaded
~A.TS
chi~ken, crispy frenc? ~ies, Texas toast a~d your · hf.if~
f8
choice of gravy or d1ppmg sauces at a pnce that
OL ~ ,.
just can't be beat. Stop by your participating Dairy 0
Queen®Brazier®store and t.ry the Chicken Strip
•
1
Basket for yourself.
·
•• •
1

Q

We Treat You Right®

..

Dairy Queen• stores are proud sponsors of the Children's Miracle Network
Telethon, which benefits local hospitals for children.
© AM D.Q. Corp./1995

bfBZ/Bf

® Reg. U.S. Pat. Off.. AM 0 .0 . Corp.

'
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"Endless Winter"· arrives at Central next week
Every year the inevitable signs of
the approaching ski season appear.
In sports stores, the bathing suits
and sunscreen are replaced by down
parkas and ski wax. As soon as
people get done raking leaves, they
start shoveling snow.
And, of course, Warren Miller
comes out with his latest ski movie . ..
Warren Miller Enterprises produces a ski film every year, something Miller has been doing for the
last 46 years. He's reknowned for
traveling all over the world, creating full length feature films every .
year since 1949.
In conjunction with the recent
Ski-Ganza held in the SUB, University Recreation is showing his
newest film, entitled "Endless Winter."
The film is a high speed adrena. line rush, as camera crews follow

world champion skiers and
snowboarders across several continents, filming them while they perform a variety of stunts.
The locations are as exotic as the
skiing. Miller takes his team across
four continents, skiing and
snowboarding in places. like the
Argentine Andes, alpine glaciers
inBolivia,Breckenridge,Colorado,
and Jackson Hole, Wyoming.
The movie is accompanied by a
soundtrack featuring various recording artists from MCA Records,
as well as Miller's characteristic
humorous commentary.
)'he film is scheduled for one
show on one night only, on
Wednesday Nov. 15 in McConnell
Auditorium.
Ticket prices are $5.00 for students and $6.00 for general admis- ·
sion.

John Tremann tears up the slopes on Blackcomb Mountain in
British Columbia, in a scene from the movie "Endless Winter."

Fall Intramurals end season,
prepare for championships
by Zac Larson
Staff reporter
Monday marked the first day of
the fall quarter Intramural Championships. Now that the regular season has passed, it's playoff time for
basketball, flag football, co-ed soccer and co-ed -volleyball.
The road to the playoffs was one
of the more successful ones overall. Despite a few minor injuries,
and a couple of ejections, this fall
season was better than usual, according to Intramural Coordinator
Bruce Mace.
However, there were the unfortunate ones who had the chance to go

to the playoffs ,but cooldn't, be- played today at 3 p.m. on the intracause they didn't hav 1~ the required mural fields. Soccer playoffs are
sportsmanship points.
scheduled for Monday.
"They know the rules, they can.'t
Don't forget that also on Monday
complain. Sportsmanship is just.as registration for the Nov. 28-3.0
important as (the) win-loss record," Hoop Tourney begins.
Mace said.
Registration is also starting for
The single elimination tourna- the upcoming racqtietball,
ments will decide who is "number , pickleball and badminton tournaone" on campus, in their respective ments .
sports.
The tourneys will be he1d Nov.
They qualified for the playoffs 14-16.
by both their win-loss record, and
All registration can be done in
team sportsmanship points,
SUB 212 from 8 a.m. till 5 p.m.,
The championships for basket- Monday through Friday.
ball and co-ed volleyball took place
For more information on tournaon Tuesday, while the champion- ments and Intramural sports call
ship games for flag football will be 963-3512 .

...
-------------------------------------------,
**' *' **********************~*****
Tent-N-Tube & University Recreation
* R &: R AUTO BODY
~ ~
Presents
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LINDER CHIROPRACTIC CENTER

.!

~

~

!

We guarantee our work, so we have be good!
***~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

**
*

**.
*
***
**

*

925-5680
641 Cascade-Way
* All technicians are I-CAR trained.
* State of the art equipment to
accurately repair today's unibody cars.
*Professional body and paint work
performed by experienced technicians.

-~)~~-

/. -.

~?ATHF1Noer1·

This year's inovie, "Endless
Winter," offers non-stop action

:!e:'::rri~::1::~~ ::.m

other.... Viewers trip across
the U.S., Canada, the Bugaboos,
the Green Mts, and high into
the Austrian Alps. A must see!!
The skiing event of the season!
VISA

evlan

. Q&9

WEDNESDAY, NOV. 15th
McConnell Auditorium 7:_30 p.m.
Students: $5.00 General Admission: $6.00
On sale in the SUB Information Booth or at the Door

DR. MYRON LINDER
~·. SANDY L•DIR

** 1,(') 11 N.. Aide!· · · .' ·
962-2570
Located close to campus
: ;::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::=:.
*
.Y

***
**
,*
~

[Q)®~®: Monday, November 20, 1995

Wlfil@IT'@: SUB Cafeteria
(Club Central & Fountain Room)

~lfil®mi : 5 -9pm Sign-up the
day of the event.

Win a Turkey!

~

Fivetramestorallparticipants.

~

For more information call
963-3512!

@
*

Canned food donations

_____

******************************~----a-~-e-~-~-f-or-10_~_1_~_e_~_r1
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ALASKA EMPLOYMENT
Students needed! Fishing Industry. Earn
up to $3000-$6000+ per month. Room
and Board! Transportation! Male or
Female. No experience
necessary. Call (206)545-4155 ext A60931
FREE FINANCIAL AID!
Over $6 Billion in private sector grants &
scholarships is now available. All students
are eligible regardless of grades, income,
or parent's income. Let us help. Call
Student Financial SeNices:
1·800·263-6495 ext. F60931

Kicker Ryan Bishop adds three
of his eight points on a penalty
· kick.

Central
Ruggers
Waste
Wazzu

CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING
Earn up to $2,000+/ month working on
Cruise Ships or Land-Tour companies.
World travel. Seasonal & full-time
employment available. No experience
necessary. For more information call
1-206-634-0468 ext.C60931

Position Anno·u ncement
International Peer Advisor
Asia University America Program
SE February 23 - July 22, 1996

EARN CASH
stuffing evelopes at home. Send SASE to
P.O. Box 774, Olathe, KS 66051

• Serve as a resource person for 10
AUAP students
• Work in a leadership position
• Coordinate activities
• Gain cross-cultural communication
experience

The Central Men's Rugby Club
cleaned up on Washington State
University last weekend on
Central's pitch.
Rob Zemke placed down the
match's only try and Ryan Bishop
kicked two penal ties and a
conversion to give Central a 13-0
win over the visiting Cougars.
The Central Ruggers are currently
at 3 - 1 for the fall and wi II return to
do even more damage when the
season resumes in February.

... FREE TRIPS & CASH..*
Find out how hundreds of students are
already earning FREE TRIPS and LOTS
OF CASH with America's #1 Spring Break
company! Sell only 15 trips and travel free!
Choose Cancun, Bahamas, Mazatlan, or
Florida! CALL NOW! TAKE A BREAK
STUDENT TRAVEL 1·(800)95-BREAK!

Informational Meetings
7:00p.m., Tuesday, November 14
4:00p.m., Wednesday, November 15
Special Services Bldg. Rm 157
Applications available in Asia University
America Program (AUAP) office, Special
Services Room 160; Due Friday, Nov. 17
Interviews to be held Nov. 27-30.

RAISE$$$
The Citibank fundraiser is here to help
you! Fast, easy no risk or fir.ancial
obligation-greeks, groups, clubs,
motivated individuals, Call Now. Raise
$500 in only one week. (800)862-1982
ext. 33
INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS
DV· 1 Greencard Program available.
1-800·660-7167 & (818)772-7168
#20231 Stagg St. Canoga Park, CA
91306
SCUBA LESSONS & SUPPLIES
Sign up now. Contact John Moser Jr.
925-1272 .
FOR SALE:1968 FORD BRONCO
Excellent mechanical condition, uncut,
925-2244
$1750 WEEKLY
Possible mailing our circulars. No
experience required. Begin now. For info
call 301-306·1207.
FOR SALE: 1990 SUZUKI SAMURAI
Roll Cage, soft top, CB, 53K miles,
$3850. ORO. Call 649-2316, 963·1185
COMPUTER TECH
Can you get under the hood of a 486 &
figure out the toughest of IRQ conflicts or
install &set up a Windows network? If' so,
then we need you at Computer Central.
Come by 412 N. Main &pick up a
complete job description & application.

To place a classified ad

For more information, please call Michelle' at 963-1958

call 963-10:16
For the valley's best high,

;?Jonr;;rcatulation.sT;c·=~., = ~:

SKYDIVE l(M{IMA
'WW•::r 1:1iifl!;:m+:.._:,,. {·

J:''••' ,'..,•.. ,,,_ .

, ,The Onive·r sity Store staff would like to congr~Julate the following
individuals who were winners of the fifty $100 Gift c;ertificates
. . '_
from our Fall Quarter drawing...
'
' t..._,. ~

"

SHARON AVERY
ERIC BAKKE
{EAN BEARD
JODY BORTZ
ANDREA BRICKER
ROBERT BROCK
HEIDI R BURNES
ROBIN L CARMICHIEL
SANDRA CLARE
,. TERRY CLOUGH
TONY COLOMBINI
DAVID CRINEAN
GINA DAY
BRENT DHOORE
KIMBERLEE EDWARDS

. ~~·:"-,f:!
v,

• - - - - - - -

ROSEMAIURE!r~IS
' 1 • I ~ • w I,.
• ~

DAVIOt FETTERMANN

-~'.~.-~~~:·~ ~·:'~-' ~/1 ·*~B~bR·EN~RENCH

_;tlkijA:;c

ci.A.itzA
""'"'KRIS'tll;rE L GRIMSBY
t,J<§J:!J;~~!!ALCOTT
~~,.LYNNETTg·HILL
..

$.

Yb '\. \.. ,

:: PMi'iHORIBE
"COB JACKSON
PAT JA<;KSON

CLINT JORDAN
JOHN KELLY
Leonard Kunz
Owner/Operator
EDITH M KLATT
~@,~-------Ea&-=;. <91'@ ~-------EE!!iE!!!!~:-1-- 9~.
MICHAEL KLATT
ARTHUR KRONTZ
SHELBY LANGDON
ANDREA M MANSFIELD
CRYSTAL MATTHEWS
HEIDI MAUGHAN
Men's & Wonien ~
. ANDREA MORRIS ·
MELISSA NAGY
JOHN PORTER
JENNIFER SHARP
SHELBY SNYDER
SCITT'h SHORT'
. ,BlU'AN•.STROM:B ERG
,
" .... l. L i
• t,
I
'
• '
AMANDA TAUB
·- _... ·. '.;'.' , .;. " •·. ,, ·, ,•,,_".·.'I
MARSHALL THOMPSON .. - ') ..
KATE WESTERLUND
DEBRA WHITE
CHRIS WILLIS
MELLY WILSON
SHERRY WILSON
MICHAEL YONKO
TYLER ZIMMERMAN

As THE WATER.;,

LEVEL RISES SO
DOES ITS vdu~.
's
..,·('

..

•

--Tandem Jumps ~
Available
·

-

~

~

-

J

I

.

..

J

. 4, .~::~ . •
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This Dexter bOOt ·is

guaranteed to pe
totally waterpioof.
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~~,;;l~··j.\•

highly admi~~~~e.
.;;;~ quality for t;old
~ ··.. ~:;J~'.: weather footj£jfiir.
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312 ~~~earl
Ellensburg
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Friqa,x~;f~:a.m. -8:00 p.m. :~~~~:'."':
Saturday 8:15 a.m. -5:30 p.m.
Sunday 12:00 p.m. -4:00 p.m.
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DEPRESSION
SELF-RATING SCALE
Persons with feelings of unhappiness and periods of
sadness associated with disruptive life events--such as
financial problems or death of a loved one--are common. If the
sadness lasts for weeks, months, or even years it is a sign of
depression. Have you noticed any of the following symptoms
lasting several weeks? Check all that ap·ply.

ARISE
by B'ubba Townsend
The ebony of nothingness
surrounds my entire self
while failures of my awakened life
· seems to close off any escape
when I bow my head in mortal thought
the tightly bounded wall of darkness cracks
so that lights success falls upon
my weary body and I understand
failure merely succeeds
until ....! arise.

D Sleep disturbances
DA general sense of fatigue or low energy
D A significant increase/loss in appetite
D A significant increase/loss in weight
D Feelings of uselessness or excessive guilt
D Feelings of recurrent anxiety
D Feelings of unhappiness or downheartedness
D Recurrent thoughts of suicide/death
D Loss of concentration
D Loss of interest in pleasurable activities
D Loss of contact with friends; isolation
D Increased use of drugs/alcohol
If you have checked several of the symptoms associated with
depression, consider discussing this with a counseling or
medical provider.

C.W.U. Health & Counseling Center
963-1391
Comprehensive
Mental Health
925-9861

Crisis Line
925-4168

CENTRAL WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY
STUDENT HEALTH & COUNSELING CENTER
Medical - 963-1881
Counseling - 963-1391 .

FIGARO'S FAVORITE. PIZZAS

ADD $1.00 TO MENU PRICE FOR BAKED PIZZA.

Small

3.98 ,

1

PEPPERONI PIZZA

Pepperoni & 100% real cheese.

2

SIDE BY SIDE

1/2 - Pepperoni, 1/2 - Hawaiian

3

FIGARO'S SPECIAL

Canadian-style bacon, pepperoni, beef, fresh sliced tomatoes & extra cheese

4

MAMNS FAVORITE

Pepperoni, sausage, fresh mushrooms, olives, green peppers & extra cheese

5

HAWAIIAN

Canadian-style bacon & pineapple

6

PIZZA OLE

Ole bean sauce, beef, olives, tomatoes, onions, extra cheese & taco chips

7

GARDENVEGI

Olives, onions, green peppers, tomatoes, fresh mushrooms & extra cheese

8

PAPA'S SUPREME

Pepperoni, Canadian-s·tyle bacon, beef, sausage, salami & extra cheese

9

rrALIAN COMBO

This includes all 12 of the special toppings we have to offer.

4.98
5.98
5.98
4.98
5.98
4.98
6.98
6.98

Meclum

·4.98
5.98
7.98
7.98
5.98
7.98
6.98
8.98
8.98

Giant

5.98
6.98
9.98
9.98
6.98
9.98
8.98
9.98
10.98

The pizza lover's pizza! The Italian Combo with over 20% more toppings.·

It

BUILD YOUR OWN PIZZA

CALZONE & LASAGNA

CHOOSE FROM THESE FAVORITE TOPPINGS: Canadian-Style Bacon • Salami • Pepperoni • .Sausage
Linguicia • Beef • Pineapple • Mushrooms • 01;.,es • Onions • Green Peppers • Tomatoes • Extra Cheese

Smal

3.48
ONE TOPPING ••••· ••••••••••••••••••••••• 3.98
TWO TOPPINGS •••••••••••••••••••••••••• 4.48
THREE TOPPINGS •••••••••••••••••••••••• 4.98
EAOf ADDmONAL TOPPING ••• •• •••••
309 N. Pearl St.
Historic Downtown

925-66n

.so

Meclum

3.98
4.98
5.98
6.98
.80

Giant

4.98
5.98
6.98
7.98
1.00

Call ahead and
your order will
bewaitingl

TAKE AND BAKE

Ala Carte

Dinn.•

$5.98

$7.98

BEEf or SAUSAGE
CAlZONE

100% real cheese, fresh mushrooms,
olives &your choice of beef or sausage

VEGETARIAN
CAlZONE

100% real cheese. fresh mushrooms.
olives, green peppe·rs & onions

CHICKEN

CAlZONE

100% real cheese, tender cuts of
chicken. fresh mushrooms, olives
& onions

COMBINATION
CALZONE

100% real cheese, sausage, beef,
fresh mushrooms, olives, green
peppers & onions

$6.98 $8.98

THREE FIWNG
CAlZONE

100% real cheese & any three fillings
of your choice

FOURAWNG
CAlZONE

100% real cheese & any four fillings
of your choice

LASAGNA

Regular Lasagna serves 3 to 4

$6.48 $8.48
$6.98 $8.98
$6.98 $~.98

$5.98 $7.98
$6.98 $8.98

• Dinners lndude Salad & French Bread

